The Surveillance State 2017

The control of information is now being stepped up in the UK with new Surveillance Laws.
These laws were passed through Parliament supposedly to track "Isis Terrorists," the bogey men
blamed for all The Corporate States/NATO dirty covert operations.
The Corporate Government has also realised that the computers which the general public use are too
powerful. They have begun degrading computers & sabotaging systems to slow them down. Certain
programs are bugged to stop them working properly.
The Internet is now connected by routers which identify every device & its individual user.
People are required to register their; broadband, computer systems, email addresses, phone
numbers, post code, driving licence & mobile phone sims to The Data Bank.
This is so that there is no cloak of anonymity on the web. Everything you say or do on the Web is
now attributed to you & then assessed & categorised by the A.I.
I recently bought a mobile phone sim abroad & was required to register it with a driving licence or
passport.

Knowledge is Power
Main Stream Media News outlets have dropped their "comments" sections which were sometimes
anonymous & also provided a collective negative response to the lies of the media.
The Broadband Speed calculation of download speed is now completely false. Computers no longer
"connect" to the internet. The new range of "Smart" routers in our homes allows the telecom
exchange router to drop our connection & pick it up again when we click on a new page. So the time
lapse that you now experience in between writing online or changing web page is the internet
reconnection time. This reconnection time is not calculate by the BT download/Upload speed
calculator because it always connects before it tests the speed.
Microsoft have taken a step backwards in forcibly implementing their MS Windows 10 system which
uploaded all data to "The Cloud" and tracked every key stroke & web page.
They are now using the "Windows Update" illegally to implant scanners on every hard drive &
"backup" all your documents & details to "The Cloud" without you knowing.
Please note that all "The Cloud" data banks are Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) monitored using trigger
words to pick out documents, contacts or people who work against The World Corporation or Global
Government.
While this may appear to be a pointless & lengthy waste of time it can be assumed that the A.I. is
scoring people & documents and therefore profiling people into categories for political activism,
negative information transfer, working against The World State. etc
I recently had my Tablet taken from me at a UK airport where they took it into another room to "look
at it." Latterly, news feed software & exe files failed to work turning it into junk.

The Corporations

British Telecom (BT) have now taken over a large portion of the UK/EU mobile phone network &
started off by banning Chinese phones from connecting to their system.
The ultimate surveillance devices are the Smart Meters now being installed into every home in the
United Kingdom. The history of Smart Meters stretches back over their installation in Australia & the
USA over the last decade. There was quite a lot of opposition to these meters but the installations
were forced by the energy companies with the help of police backup.
One of the problems with Smart Meters is their EMF radiation. (Electro Magnetic Frequencies) which
are so powerful that they gave people brain tumours, cancer, sleepless nights, juddering while
asleep. etc.
Some people had to sleep outside of their homes because they were unable to sleep at all.
Smart Meter technology is based on a new "Smart" 5G network.
I don't know if you remember the warnings that we had when mobile phones were introduced, we
were told to keep mobile phones 5cm from our heads & use the headphones/microphone provided.
That was when we were on 2G. The power of mobile phone radiation has increased ten-fold since
then (more research needed) when the power is stepped up to 5G and then the Smart Meter placed
in our homes the danger to humans is increased.
Danish statistics show a massive increase in brain tumours recently.
People should be made aware that having a baby or pregnant woman in this area puts them in
danger.
The government, Ofgem, politicians, The Law Society, even The Attorney General have been notified
about this "Crime Against Humanity" with no response.
New 5G poles/transmitters are being installed on our streets all across the UK without our
knowledge, they look very inconspicuous.
But this is just a small part of the problem with Smart Meters.
As with every Corporate Government project this is another major fraud (like Fracking) being
perpetrated on The Taxpayers who are paying for it. The cost of this project is probably a Trillion
pounds & involves the international carve up of Britain into areas (of surveillance) by the International
Corporate Giants.
It would also be extremely foolish to accept that in these days of The Surveillance State these meters
were being used just to Read Our Meters!
The potential for misuse is both horrendous & extensive. I will try to keep this short;

Smart Meters
Smart Meters can use the household ring earth wires as an aerial,
EMF radiation can pulse people while asleep.
Radiation causes mental confusion & disorientation.
The CIA know the frequencies of the brain & can put stuff in your head. (like lone wolfe attacks)
The Energy Corporations are the War & Fraud corporations who are feared by governments
worldwide.
This will be their network to control the domestic UK population.
They will know every time you turn on a light switch
They will know how many people are in the home at any given time.
They will be able to identify someone entering the property by their mobile phone signal.
They will be able to turn up EMF radiation levels on dissenters.
Smart Meters are not installed by qualified electricians as they have no compliance numbers
While these Smart Meters may be installed in a passive state they will be upgradable for other uses.
The Queen
It would be churlish of me not to highlight the fact that The Queen opened up a new Surveillance
Agency near London recently. It is assumed that the UK Domestic government briefings from GCHQ
were censored by the CIA & she has a healthy interest in what is going on.
You may also like to know that Goldman Sachs have their own surveillance Data Bank Network at
72, Farringdon Street, London EC4
The United Kingdom is being turned into a UK Colony for a general population with no freedom
unless they comply to The Corporate State ideology.
Your holidays abroad will have to be earned by compliance.
Eventually, your computer driven car will have to be authorised to travel to other City Zones.

This is your legacy to your children.
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